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I Want to be an Ambassador!   
This unique camp teaches teens the vital art and skill of diplomacy; and, it helps emerging leaders see how they 

may use these skills to solve problems in everyday life.  Discover strategies to communicate, collaborate, and 

explore other cultures. . . and then use these new skills to inspire others and drive positive change!  

 

      

What Does It Mean to be Culturally Curious?   
Science shows it’s common to for humans to fear what we do not understand.  But an 

understanding of, and respect for, other cultures and diverse viewpoints is the key to 

collaborating and solving problems that benefit all of society.  Educators from the World 

Affairs Council and Global Minds, both in Pittsburgh, PA, help teens understand what it means 

to be “culturally curious.”  They also explain easy-to-understand methods for teens to explore 

and appreciate cultural traditions, viewpoints, and practices that differ from their own.   

 
Culture: A Rich Mosaic - The Middle East, which consists of approximately 20 countries, has an exceptionally 

diverse range of histories, religions, ethnic identities, languages, and nationalities. Learn more about the 

cultures of the Middle East in this text from the WGBH production, Global Connections: The Middle East. 

 

Iceberg Concept of Culture Images and PDF's - These four JPEG/PDF images can be used in your classroom 

when discussing surface culture and deep culture. It is recommended that you use the JPEG images for 

projection and the PDF for handouts. Also, it might be helpful to have a conversation about what students view 

as what their culture is first before leading them into a conversation about what is surface culture and deep 

culture. 

 

Manifest Destiny: Developing Cultural Awareness | National Gallery of Art 

 

Homegoings: The Culture of Death and Dying 

 

Social Studies and World History through Music and Dance: When students are learning about world cultures 

and global issues, infuse some engaging art content into your lessons with this collection of videos that focus on 

folk music and dance from around the globe that either maintains a tradition, or adapts customary traditions 

with contemporary styling. 

 

How Unconscious Race Bias Affects Millennials - Discuss how implicit bias affects our daily lives with this 

video and educational resources from PBS NewsHour 

 

Who, Me? Biased?: Understanding Implicit Bias 

media gallery  

https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/arct14.soc.gcmecul/culture-a-rich-mosaic/
https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/a353a4ba-cd56-4999-97dd-0e40e11a7211/iceberg-concept-of-culture-images-and-pdfs/
https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/e4405378-8ec3-4005-b369-005b16cacc33/manifest-destiny-cultural-awareness/
https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/bd05235e-c53e-4839-b3da-501784de3d1d/homegoingsthe-culture-of-death-and-dying/
https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/social-studies-and-world-history-through-music-and-dance/
https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/d7fc0b09-9d0f-4aea-98b4-62bdc0c50837/how-unconscious-race-bias-affects-millennials/
https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/ilpov18-soc-il-ilbias/who-me-biased-understanding-implicit-bias/
https://wqed.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/pov-biased-lpclips/who-me-biased/

